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This module is an introduction to the theory and practice of Options.

We will look at the following theoretical concepts ...

• Option definitions
• Call and Put payoffs
• Volatility
• Black Scholes pricing
• Put / Call Parity
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We will then consider at some specific option examples ...

• Call and Put Spreads
• Caps & Floors



Option Definitions

An Option is the right, but not the obligation, to buy (Call) or sell (Put) an asset at a specified date
at a specified price.

Note the difference to a Forward which is the obligation to buy (or sell) an asset at a specified future date
at a specified price.

A Forward obliges the participants to transact the agreed exchange on the agreed date at the agreed price.

An Option by contrast allows the Option Buyer to choose to exercise the exchange (a purchase or a sale)
or not, depending upon the real or perceived value of that purchase or sale.

The difference is readily seen when we look at the Payoffs at Maturity of both
• a long Forward Position (an obligation to buy the asset for X on the Forward Date)
• a long Call position (a right, not obligation, to buy the asset for X on the option Maturity Date)
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Option Definitions

A Long Forward position can result in both positive and negative payoffs.
• If the Asset finishes above the Forward Price X then the payoff is positive.
• If the Asset finishes below the Forward Price X then the payoff is negative

A Long Call position however can only have a non-negative payoff (>=0).
• if the Asset finishes above the strike X the option holder will exercise the right to buy the Asset for X

and receive the Payoff Asset - X
• if the Asset finishes below the strike X the option holder will not exercise the right to buy the Asset

for X. To buy the Asset for X would result in a loss since the Asset is cheaper in the market.
The Payoff of an unexercised option would be 0.

The Option thus has an asymmetric payoff that protects the holder against adverse movements in the Asset 
Price. This protection comes at a cost however … the option buyer needs to pay a premium in cash upfront.
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Option Definitions

The basic option contracts are Calls and Puts.

Call Option the buyer of a Call Option has the right to buy the underlying asset
on a specified date at a specified price (the strike)

Put Option the buyer of a Put Option has the right to sell the underlying asset
on a specified date at a specified price (the strike)

Strike the price at which the asset is bought or sold if the option is exercised

Both Calls and Puts allow the holder of the option the right to exercise if the payoff of doing so is positive.
Conversely, they also allow the holder to opportunity to let the option expire unexercised.

The Payoffs are Call Payoff = Max (0, Asset – X) where X = Strike
Put Payoff = Max (0, X – Asset)
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Payoffs and Volatilities

The Payoffs for Calls and Puts are given by
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Volatility a measure of the variability of the price of the underlying Asset or Index
In Black-Scholes, Lognormal Volatility is technically the standard deviation of the
Log of the Asset Price in 1 year’s time.
Lognormal Vol is also effectively the standard deviation of the percentage change
in the asset price over 1 year. For interest rate options, Basis Point Vol is the
standard deviation of the absolute change in the interest rate Index over 1 year. 

Historical Vol the historical vol is the observed volatility of the asset price over a specified period.

Implied Vol the implied vol is the volatility implied by the option price traded in the market.
The implied vol may be higher or lower than the historical vol.
Note that implied vol is in a sense forward looking, historical vol backwards looking

A key component of Options pricing is the assumed volatility of the underlying
variable or asset.  We look at the definitions …

Call Payoff = Max (0, ST – X) where …
ST = the asset price at Maturity (time T)
X = the strike 

Put Payoff = Max (0, X – ST)
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X
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Both Puts and Calls become more valuable when the implied volatility increases.
This is because higher volatility implies a higher probability of finishing deep in the money



Calls and Puts … Long & Short

There are 4 basic payoff diagrams for Calls and Puts …
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European Options

European Options have a well-established analytical valuation methodology.
This theory is called Black-Scholes Theory

Black-Scholes Theory was developed in the 1970s and was the first truly comprehensive solution to the 
problem of European option valuation.

Under a set of assumptions about the distribution of the underlying asset (interest rates, FX rates etc), about 
the volatility of the asset, etc, the theory uses arbitrage arguments to derive analytical formulas for calls and 
puts.

In the Black-Scholes world, Geometric Brownian Motion is assumed as the dynamic model for the evolution 
of the underlying asset.

The variable could be for example
• a short term interest rate
• a spot FX rate
• an observable Index
• a commodity price, etc.
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Black-Scholes  Methodology

Black and Scholes proved that, under certain assumptions, an underlying asset could perfectly hedge the 
profits and losses of a standard European option by following a self-financing dynamic replication portfolio 
strategy.

The Black-Scholes European option price is the discounted expected payoff of the option at Maturity and is 
derivable analytically since the distribution of the underlying variable at the sole exercise date is available.

This is of course intuitively appealing. Under Geometric Brownian motion the distribution of the underlying at 
Maturity is Lognormal. This distribution can be used to calculate the expected value of the option payoff.  
Since this payoff occurs at Maturity it must be discounted in order to calculate the option value (premium)
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The graph shows the Call Price and Payoff for 
a Call with as functions of the Forward.
Also shown are the Lognormal Distributions
corresponding to 10% and 20% volatilities. 

The Call is priced using a volatility of 20%

If the Call were repriced using only 10% vol
then the Call price would fall.

This is because the payoff is asymmetric.
A higher vol implies a greater chance of 
extreme positive payoffs.
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Intrinsic Value and Time Value
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Intrinsic Value is the gain that could be realised through immediate exercise of the option.
For a Call this is Max (0, Asset – Strike)

Time Value is the remaining value of the option.
It captures the potential additional payoff from the underlying moving (deeper) into the money before expiry.

For a Call …

• if the Call is Out-of-the-money
(Forward less than Strike)
there is only Time Value
(Intrinsic = 0)

• if the Call is In-the-money
(Forward greater than Strike)
there is both Time Value and
Intrinsic Value

Time Value

The graph shows both the Call Price 
and Payoff for a Call with Strike X, as 
functions of the Forward Rate.

The Call Price is divided into …
- Intrinsic Value
- Time Value



The above graph shows the Price and Payoff for 
a Put with Strike X.

The Put Price is again divided into …
- Intrinsic Value
- Time Value
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Puts:  Intrinsic Value and Time Value

Time Value
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Out-of-the-moneyIn-the-money

For a Put …

• if the Put is Out-of-the-money
(Forward greater than Strike)
there is only Time Value
(Intrinsic = 0)

• if the Put is In-the-money
(Forward less than Strike)
there is both Time Value and
Intrinsic Value



Standard Normal Distribution

Black-Scholes Call Price

Suppose the distribution of an Index at time T in the future is assumed to be lognormal.

A Call on an Index with strike X, maturing at time T, is defined to have the Payoff …

X

IndexX

Call Payoff

where …

F = Index Fwd Rate to time T 
X = Strike
σ = Volatility of the Index
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Call Payoff = Max (0, Index – X)

N(x) = Prob (Z<x)
Z is a N(0,1) variable
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Call Price
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Call Price – evolution over time

We graph the Call price as a function of the Forward Rate F for a selection of Terms to Maturity

Note that the graph of the Call Price approaches the payoff Max (0, Index – X) as the Term to Maturity falls.
The time value falls to 0 and the Call Price converges to the Payoff (intrinsic value)

F = Index Fwd Rate to time T 
X = Strike
σ = Volatility of the Index
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N(x) = Prob (Z<x)
Z is a N(0,1) variable
(standard Normal distribution)
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Black-Scholes Put Price

Again we suppose the distribution of an Index at time T in the future is lognormal.

A Put on an Index with strike X, maturing at time T, is defined to have the Payoff …

where …

F = Index Fwd Rate to time T 
X = Strike
σ = Volatility of the Index
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The Black-Scholes equation states that the value of the Put is given by

Call Payoff = Max (0, X – Index )

N(x) = Prob (Z<x)
Z is a N(0,1) variable
(standard Normal distribution)
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Put Price
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Put Price – evolution over time

We also graph the Put price as a function of the Forward Rate F for a selection of Terms to Maturity

Note that the graph of the Put Price approaches the payoff Max (0, X – Index) as the Term to Maturity falls.
The time value falls to 0 and the Call Price converges to the Payoff (intrinsic value)

F = Index Fwd Rate to time T 
X = Strike
σ = Volatility of the Index
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Put - Call Parity

Put - Call Parity for European options implies that for identical Calls and Puts …
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Since Max (0, Index – X) – Max (0, X – Index) = (Index – X)

it follows that …

and

Call  – Put  =  Long Forward

To see this we look at the Payoffs at expiry …

Call Payoff = Max (0, Index – X)
Put Payoff = Max (0, X– Index )

Put  – Call  =  Short Forward

Call Payoff  – Put Payoff  =  Long Forward Payoff

Put Payoff  – Call Payoff  =  Short Forward Payoff

IndexX

Long Call

Payoff

IndexX

Short Put

Payoff

IndexX

Long 
Forward

Payoff

+

=



Normal Distribution

Put - Call Parity

We can also check Put-Call Parity against the prices of European Calls and Puts
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where …

F = Index Fwd Rate at time T 
X = Strike
σ = Volatility of the swap rate

N(x) = Prob (Z<x)
Z is a N(0,1) variable
(standard Normal distribution)

Since Z is symmetric distribution around 0, we have for any x
Prob (Z< -x) = 1 – Prob (Z> -x) = 1 – Prob (Z< x)
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Put - Call Parity

Similarly, (2) – (1) gives …
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Now, If the Call and Put are at-the-money (ATM), so that X = F = Index Forward Price

then Call (F) – Put (F) = Buy Index forward at F

or

Price (at the money Call) = Price (at the money Put)
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Call Spread

A Call Spread is a combination of a bought Call and a sold Call at different strikes.

The Long Call is at the Low Strike, the Short Call at the High strike

Payoff = Max (0, IT – X1)  – Max (0, IT– X2) 

0 if IT <  X1 < X2

= (IT – X1) if X1 <  IT < X2

(X2 – X1) if X1 <  X2 < IT

X

X1 =  Low Strike
X2 =  High Strike

X2 – X1

X2 Index
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where …
IT = Index fixing at Maturity (time T)
X1 = Low Strike
X2 = High Strike X1



Put Spread

A Put spread is a combination of a bought Put and a sold Put at different strikes.

The Long Put is at the High Strike, the Short Put at the Low strike

Payoff = Max (0, X2 – IT)  – Max (0, X1 – IT) 

(X2 – X1) x DayCount if L < X1 < X2

= (X2 – L) x DayCount if X1 < L < X2

0 if X1 < X2 < L

X L = Libor
X2 – X1

X1 X2 Index
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where …
IT = Index fixing at Maturity (time T)
X1 = Low Strike
X2 = High Strike

X1 =  Low Strike
X2 =  High Strike



Caps

A Cap is a basic Call on a floating Index, for example Libor or Euribor.

They frequently occur in structures where coupons dependent on a floating Index are either …

• capped by a maximum (a coupon cap)
• floored by a minimum (a coupon floor)

The Cap payoff, which is typically paid at the end of the coupon period to which it applies, is defined as …

X

X LiborX

Caplet Payoff

Cap Payoff = Max (0, L - X) x DayCount = (L - X) x DayCount if L > X
0 otherwise

where …

L = Libor fixing
X = Strike
DayCount = day count of the underlying period.

In practice, we usually call this option a Caplet, reserving the term Cap
for a series of consecutive caplets.

For example, a 5yr Cap might be defined as the series of 10 semi-annual caplets.
This is a series of calls on the Index, each with a common strike.
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Caplets

The Payoff in a Caplet usually occurs at the end of the underlying period. This helps ensure that the caplet 
acts in harmony with floating rate coupons to “cap” the coupon.

For example, suppose we have a floating rate Note bearing a coupon of
3m USD Libor + 0.50% paid in arrears

If we impose the condition that the maximum coupon permitted in a period is 6.00%, then we have 
implicitly added a caplet struck at 5.50% to the coupon.

Then the coupon can be decomposed as ..
Min (3m USD Libor + 0.50%, 6.00%) = (3m USD Libor + 0.50%) + Min (0, 5.50% – 3m USD Libor)

= (3m USD Libor + 0.50%) - Max (0, 3m USD Libor – 5.50%)

X Libor5.50%

Coupon

21

Long a floating coupon Short a Caplet struck at 5.50%

Then the Coupon payment at the end of a 91 day period is ..

if Libor <= 5.50% [(3m Libor + 0.50%) x 91/360]

if Libor > 5.50% [(3m Libor + 0.50%) x 91/360]
– [(3m Libor – 5.50%) x 91/360]

= 6.00% x 91/360

6.00%

Thus the addition of a short caplet position has “capped” the coupon at 6.00%

 Caplet payoff



Cap Pricing

We now look to use the Black-Scholes methodology to price a Caplet.

We assume a lognormal distribution for Libor, and adopt the following time-line

X

X LiborX

Caplet Payoff

where …
FT = Libor Forward Rate (T, T+∆)
X = Strike
σ = Volatility of Libor
dT = discount factor to time T
N(x) = Prob (Z < x),   Z~ N(0,1) 

A caplet is a call on Libor, maturing at time T with strike X, and paid at time T+ ∆.
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t T T + ∆

Option Period Underlying

- Today is denoted by time t
- the caplet matures (is fixed) at time T
- the payoff of the caplet is at time T+ ∆
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Floors

A Floor is similarly a basic Put on a floating Index, for example Libor or Euribor.

Again they frequently occur in structures where the coupons dependent on a floating Index are either 
capped by a maximum or floored by a minimum.

The Floor payoff, which is typically paid at the end of the coupon period to which it applies, is defined as …

X

LiborX

Floorlet Payoff

Floor Payoff = Max (0, X - L) x DayCount = (X - L) x DayCount if L < X
0 otherwise

where …

L = Libor fixing
X = Strike
DayCount = day count of the underlying period.

As for caps, we often call this option a Floorlet, reserving the term Floor
for a series of consecutive floorlets.
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Floorlets

The Payoff in a Floorlet usually occurs at the end of the underlying period. This helps ensure that the 
floorlet acts in harmony with floating rate coupons to “floor” the coupon.

For example, suppose we have a floating rate Note bearing a coupon of
3m USD Libor + 0.50% paid in arrears

If we impose the condition that the minimum coupon permitted in a period is 2.00%, then we have implicitly 
added a floorlet struck at 1.50% to the coupon.

Then the coupon can be decomposed as ..
Max (3m USD Libor + 0.50%, 2.00%) = (3m USD Libor + 0.50%) + Max (0, 1.50% – 3m USD Libor)

X

Libor1.50%

Coupon
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Long a floating coupon Long a Floorlet struck at 1.50%

Then the Coupon payment at the end of a 91 day period is ..

if Libor >= 1.50% [(3m Libor + 0.50%) x 91/360]

if Libor < 1.50% [(3m Libor + 0.50%) x 91/360]
+ [(1.50% – 3m Libor) x 91/360]

= 2.00% x 91/360

2.00%

Thus the addition of a long floorlet position has “floored” the coupon at 2.00%

 Floorlet payoff



Floor Pricing

We now use the Black-Scholes methodology to price a Floorlet.

We assume a lognormal distribution for Libor, and adopt the following time-line

X

X LiborX

Floorlet Payoff

where …
FT = Libor Forward Rate (T, T+∆)
X = Strike
σ = Volatility of Libor
dT = discount factor to time T 
N(x) = Prob (Z < x),   Z~ N(0,1) 

A floorlet is a put on Libor, maturing at time T with strike X, and paid at time T+ ∆.
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t T T + ∆

Option Period Underlying

- Today is denoted by time t
- the floorlet matures (is fixed) at time T
- the payoff of the floorlet is at time T+ ∆
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Floorlet Payoff = Max (0, X - L) x ∆ = (X - L) x ∆ if L < X
0 otherwise

Thus the price of the floorlet is given by



Cap Vols and Caplet Vols

As mentioned, a Cap is essentially a portfolio of Caplets.
The Caplets have identical strikes and are temporally sequential, covering the life of the Cap.

To allow for “skew”, caplet vols are functions of not just maturity but strike as well.

Each caplet cj has an individual volatility σj(X), a function of strike X.
The caplet is priced using its own vol. But we cannot observe these vols directly.

Instead, what we can observe on trader screens are Cap Vols, which are average (or flat) vols.
They are typically quoted on screens for maturities 1yr, 2yr, 3yr, … etc

If each caplet in the Cap were to be priced using the flat Cap Vol σ(X), then the Total Cap price should 
match the Total Cap price obtained by pricing each caplet cj at its individual volatility σj(X)

Thus by observing the flat Cap Vols σ(X) for a series of maturities, we can use a bootstrap
method to obtain caplet vols σj(X) for each underlying period and strike X.  
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cn

Total Period of the Cap

- caplets are c1, c2,.., cn
- caplet cj is fixed at time tj and paid at time tj+1
- each caplet cj has an individual volatility σjc1 c2 c3

t1 t2 t3 t4 tn tn+1



Cap & Floor Put-Call Parity

The Put-Call Parity is easy to visualize graphically ...

LiborX

long Caplet

X Libor
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Appendix … Glossary of Terms

Call Option the buyer of a Call Option has the right to buy the underlying asset
on a specified date at a specified price (the strike)

Put Option the buyer of a Put Option has the right to sell the underlying asset
on a specified date at a specified price (the strike)

Strike the price at which the asset is bought or sold if the option is exercised

Premium the price of the Option contract
the buyer of the option pays the seller of the option this price at inception

Expiry the Maturity Date of the Option

European Option a European Option can only be exercised on the specified Option Maturity Date

American Option an American Option can be exercised at any time prior to the Option
Maturity Date 

Bermudan Option a Bermudan Option can be exercised (once) on one of a specified set
of exercise dates up to and including the Option Maturity Date
These often co-incide with coupon payment dates on structured bonds and swaps
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Appendix … Glossary of Terms

Option Value the value for which the option can be bought or sold in the market
At inception this is the premium paid to buy the option

Intrinsic Value the value (if positive) of immediate exercise of the Option
For a Call this is Max (0, Asset Value – Strike)
For a Put this is Max (0, Strike – Asset Value)

Time Value the residual value of the option after accounting for the Intrinsic Value
It captures the potential additional payoff from the underlying moving
(deeper) into the money before expiry
By definition … Time Value = Option Value – Intrinsic Value

In-the-money an option is In-the-money if the Intrinsic Value is positive

At-the-money an option is At-the-money if the current Asset Value = Strike

Out-of-the-money an option is Out-of-the-money if immediate exercise would result in a loss
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Appendix … Glossary of Terms
European Option a European Option can only be exercised on the specified Option Maturity Date

American Option an American Option can be exercised at any time prior to the Option
Maturity Date 

Bermudan Option a Bermudan Option can be exercised (once) on one of a specified set
of exercise dates up to and including the Option Maturity Date
These often co-incide with coupon payment dates on structured bonds and swaps

Option Value the value for which the option can be bought or sold in the market
At inception this is the premium paid to buy the option

Intrinsic Value the value (if positive) of immediate exercise of the Option
For a Call this is Max (0, Asset Value – Strike)
For a Put this is Max (0, Strike – Asset Value)

Time Value the residual value of the option after accounting for the Intrinsic Value
It captures the potential additional payoff from the underlying moving
(deeper) into the money before expiry
By definition … Time Value = Option Value – Intrinsic Value

In-the-money an option is In-the-money if the Intrinsic Value is positive

At-the-money an option is At-the-money if the current Asset Value = Strike

Out-of-the-money an option is Out-of-the-money if immediate exercise would result in a loss
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Appendix … Glossary of Terms

Volatility a measure of the variability of the price of the underlying Asset or Index
In Black-Scholes, Lognormal Volatility is technically the standard deviation of the
Log of the Asset Price in 1 year’s time.
Lognormal Vol is also effectively the standard deviation of the percentage change
in the asset price over 1 year. For interest rate options, Basis Point Vol is the
standard deviation of the absolute change in the interest rate Index over 1 year. 

Historical Vol the historical vol is the observed volatility of the asset price over a specified period.

Implied Vol the implied vol is the volatility implied by the option price traded in the market.
The implied vol may be higher or lower than the historical vol.
Note that implied vol is in a sense forward looking, historical vol backwards looking

Delta the sensitivity of the option price to a change in the underlying asset

Vega the sensitivity of the option price to a change in the volatility of the underlying asset

Theta the sensitivity of the option price to a change in the time

Gamma the sensitivity of the Delta to a change in the underlying asset
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This communication has been prepared by individual sales and/or trading personnel of Citigroup Global Markets Limited (CGML) or its subsidiaries or affiliates (collectively Citi). In the 
United Kingdom, CGML is authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority (together, the 
UK Regulator) and has its registered office at Citigroup Centre, Canada Square, London E14 5LB. This communication is directed at persons (i) who have been or can be classified 
by Citi as eligible counterparties or professional clients in line with the rules of the UK Regulator, (ii) who have professional experience in matters relating to investments falling within 
Article 19(1) of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005 and (iii) other persons to whom it may otherwise lawfully be communicated. No other 
person should act on the contents or access the products or transactions discussed in this communication. In particular, this communication is not intended for retail clients and Citi will 
not make such products or transactions available to retail clients. The information contained herein may relate to matters that are (i) not regulated by the UK Regulator and/or (ii) not 
subject to the protections of the United Kingdom’s Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 and/or the United Kingdom’s Financial Services Compensation Scheme. 

All material contained herein, including any proposed terms and conditions, is indicative and for discussion purposes only, is subject to change without notice, is strictly confidential, 
may not be reproduced and is intended for your use only. It does not include a number of terms and conditions that will be included in any actual transaction and final terms and 
conditions are subject to further discussion and negotiation nor does it purport to identify all risks (direct or indirect). This communication is not a commitment to deal in any product, 
offer financing or enter into any transaction described herein. 

Citi is not acting as your agent, fiduciary or investment adviser and is not managing your account. The provision of information in this communication is not based on your individual 
circumstances and should not be relied upon as an assessment of suitability for you of a particular product or transaction. It does not constitute investment advice and Citi makes no 
recommendation as to the suitability of any of the products or transactions mentioned. Even if Citi possesses information as to your objectives in relation to any transaction, series of 
transactions or trading strategy, this will not be deemed sufficient for any assessment of suitability for you of any transaction, series of transactions or trading strategy. Save in those 
jurisdictions where it is not permissible to make such a statement, we hereby inform you that this communication should not be considered as a solicitation or offer to sell or purchase 
any securities, deal in any product or enter into any transaction. You should make any trading or investment decisions in reliance on your own analysis and judgment and/or that of 
your independent advisors and not in reliance on Citi and any decision whether or not to adopt any strategy or engage in any transaction will not be Citi’s responsibility. Citi does not 
provide investment, accounting, tax, financial or legal advice; such matters as well as the suitability of a potential transaction or product or investment should be discussed with your 
independent advisors. Prior to dealing in any product or entering into any transaction, you and the senior management in your organisation should determine, without reliance on Citi, 
(i) the economic risks or merits, as well as the legal, tax and accounting characteristics and consequences of dealing with any product or entering into the transaction (ii) that you are 
able to assume these risks, (iii) that such product or transaction is appropriate for a person with your experience, investment goals, financial resources or any other relevant 
circumstance or consideration. Where you are acting as an adviser or agent, you should evaluate this communication in light of the circumstances applicable to your principal and the 
scope of your authority. 

The information in this communication, including any trade or strategy ideas, is provided by individual sales and/or trading personnel of Citi and not by Citi’s research department and 
therefore the directives on the independence of research do not apply. Any view expressed in this communication may represent the current views and interpretations of the markets, 
products or events of such individual sales and/or trading personnel and may be different from other sales and/or trading personnel and may also differ from Citi’s published research 
– the views in this communication may be more short term in nature and liable to change more quickly than the views of Citi research department which are generally more long term. 
On the occasions where information provided includes extracts or summary material derived from research reports published by Citi’s research department, you are advised to obtain 
and review the original piece of research to see the research analyst’s full analysis. Any prices used herein, unless otherwise specified, are indicative. Although all information has 
been obtained from, and is based upon sources believed to be reliable, it may be incomplete or condensed and its accuracy cannot be guaranteed. Citi makes no representation or 
warranty, expressed or implied, as to the accuracy of the information, the reasonableness of any assumptions used in calculating any illustrative performance information or the 
accuracy (mathematical or otherwise) or validity of such information. Any opinions attributed to Citi constitute Citi’s judgment as of the date of the relevant material and are subject to 
change without notice. Provision of information may cease at any time without reason or notice being given. Commissions and other costs relating to any dealing in any products or 
entering into any transactions referred to in this communication may not have been taken into consideration. 
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Any scenario analysis or information generated from a model is for illustrative purposes only. Where the communication contains “forward-looking” information, such information may 
include, but is not limited to, projections, forecasts or estimates of cashflows, yields or return, scenario analyses and proposed or expected portfolio composition. Any forward-looking 
information is based upon certain assumptions about future events or conditions and is intended only to illustrate hypothetical results under those assumptions (not all of which are 
specified herein or can be ascertained at this time). It does not represent actual termination or unwind prices that may be available to you or the actual performance of any products 
and neither does it present all possible outcomes or describe all factors that may affect the value of any applicable investment, product or investment. Actual events or conditions are 
unlikely to be consistent with, and may differ significantly from, those assumed. Illustrative performance results may be based on mathematical models that calculate those results by 
using inputs that are based on assumptions about a variety of future conditions and events and not all relevant events or conditions may have been considered in developing such 
assumptions. Accordingly, actual results may vary and the variations may be substantial. The products or transactions identified in any of the illustrative calculations presented herein 
may therefore not perform as described and actual performance may differ, and may differ substantially, from those illustrated in this communication. When evaluating any forward 
looking information you should understand the assumptions used and, together with your independent advisors, consider whether they are appropriate for your purposes. You should 
also note that the models used in any analysis may be proprietary, making the results difficult or impossible for any third party to reproduce. This communication is not intended to 
predict any future events. Past performance is not indicative of future performance. 

Citi shall have no liability to the user or to third parties, for the quality, accuracy, timeliness, continued availability or completeness of any data or calculations contained and/or referred 
to in this communication nor for any special, direct, indirect, incidental or consequential loss or damage which may be sustained because of the use of the information contained 
and/or referred to in this communication or otherwise arising in connection with the information contained and/or referred to in this communication, provided 

The transactions and any products described herein may be subject to fluctuations of their mark-to-market price or value and such fluctuations may, depending on the type of product 
or security and the financial environment, be substantial. Where a product or transaction provides for payments linked to or derived from prices or yields of, without limitation, one or 
more securities, other instruments, indices, rates, assets or foreign currencies, such provisions may result in negative fluctuations in the value of and amounts payable with respect to 
such product prior to or at redemption. You should consider the implications of such fluctuations with your independent advisers. The products or transactions referred to in this 
communication may be subject to the risk of loss of some or all of your investment, for instance (and the examples set out below are not exhaustive), as a result of fluctuations in price 
or value of the product or transaction or a lack of liquidity in the market or the risk that your counterparty or any guarantor fails to perform its obligations or, if this the product or 
transaction is linked to the credit of one or more entities, any change to the creditworthiness of the credit of any of those entities. 

Citi (whether through the individual sales and/trading personnel involved in the preparation or issuance of this communication or otherwise) may from time to time have long or short 
principal positions and/or actively trade, for its own account and those of its customers, by making markets to its clients, in products identical to or economically related to the products 
or transactions referred to in this communication. Citi may also undertake hedging transactions related to the initiation or termination of a product or transaction, that may adversely 
affect the market price, rate, index or other market factor(s) underlying the product or transaction and consequently its value. Citi may have an investment banking or other commercial 
relationship with and access to information from the issuer(s) of securities, products, or other interests underlying a product or transaction. Citi may also have potential conflicts of 
interest due to the present or future relationships between Citi and any asset underlying the product or transaction, any collateral manager, any reference obligations or any reference 
entity. 

Any decision to purchase any product or enter into any transaction referred to in this communication should be based upon the information contained in any associated offering 
document if one is available (including any risk factors or investment considerations mentioned therein) and/or the terms of any agreement. Any securities which are the subject of this 
communication have not been and will not be registered under the United States Securities Act of 1933 as amended (the Securities Act) or any United States securities law, and may 
not be offered or sold within the United States or to, or for the account or benefit of, any US person, except pursuant to an exemption from, or in a product or transaction, not subject 
to, the registration requirements of the Securities Act. This communication is not intended for distribution to, or to be used by, any person or entity in any jurisdiction or country which 
distribution or use would be contrary to law or regulation. 
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This communication contains data compilations, writings and information that are confidential and proprietary to Citi and protected under copyright and other intellectual property laws, 
and may not be reproduced, distributed or otherwise transmitted by you to any other person for any purpose unless Citi’s prior written consent have been obtained. 

In any instance where distribution of this communication is subject to the rules of the US Commodity Futures Trading Commission (“CFTC”), this communication constitutes an 
invitation to consider entering into a derivatives transaction under U.S. CFTC Regulations §§ 1.71 and 23.605, where applicable, but is not a binding offer to buy/sell any financial 
instrument. 

IRS Circular 230 Disclosure: Citigroup Inc. and its affiliates do not provide tax or legal advice. Any discussion of tax matters in these materials (i) is not intended or 
written to be used, and cannot be used or relied upon, by you for the purpose of avoiding any tax penalties and (ii) may have been written in connection with the 
“promotion or marketing” of a transaction (if relevant) contemplated in these materials. Accordingly, you should seek advice based your particular circumstances from an 
independent tax advisor. 

Although CGML is affiliated with Citibank, N.A. (together with Citibank N.A.’s subsidiaries and branches worldwide, Citibank), you should be aware that none of the products 
mentioned in this communication (unless expressly stated otherwise) are (i) insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation or any other governmental authority, or (ii) deposits 
or other obligations of, or guaranteed by, Citibank or any other insured depository institution. 

© 2014 Citigroup Global Markets Limited. Citi, Citi and Arc Design are trademarks and service marks of Citigroup Inc. or its affiliates and are used and registered throughout the world. 
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